50
WORKDAY
RELATED
INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS &
ANSWERS
Recruiters and candidates alike can prepare for a
Workday related interview with these 50
Interview Questions. Covering general concepts,
report writing, business process, configurable
security, and integrations.
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Introduction
One of the main issues newcomers face when entering
the Workday Recruiting arena is the lack of interview
resources, including interview questions.
Of course, you should use the Workday Community and
Workday Learning as your primary sources to stay up to
date with Workday.
But what if you’re a candidate looking for a quick
refresher for an upcoming interview? Or a recruiter
looking for a few fundamental questions to pre-screen a
candidate for a Workday related role?
Below you will find fifty Workday interview questions that
we are hoping end up being helpful for both, candidates
and recruiters looking for Workday related interview
questions.

Basic Workday Interview Q&A's
How many Workday updates are released per year?
Workday releases two major updates per year. In 2017,
update 28th was released in March, and update 29th in
September. Clients get a month in advance to test their
environment against the new update and report any
issues to Workday.
Name a few modules of the Workday Human Capital
Management Suite:
Absence, Benefits, Compensation, Onboarding, Payroll,
Recruiting Time Tracking.
Name some post-production and pre-production
Workday Tenants:
Post-production: Production tenant and Sandbox tenant.
Pre-production or implementation: Implementation tenant
and Gold tenant.
How is Workday reporting different to other SQL ERP
systems?
Workday follows an object-oriented relationship model.
When creating a report, you select a Primary Business
Object and a Data Source.

Basic Workday Interview Q&A's
What are some ways to access a Workday Standard
Delivered Report?
Browsing by Category in the Sitemap, running Workday
Standard Reports or writing the name of a specific report
in the search bar.
What are the main types of Workday Integrations?
Workday Studio Integration, Enterprise Information
Builder (EIB) Integration, Cloud Connect Integration.
What is a RaaS Report?
A Workday Report that has been web service enabled is
called Report-as-a-Service.
What is a Business Process?
A series of tasks that lead to the completion of an overall
business event. For example: Hiring an employee.
Name a few Workday assigned security groups:
All Users, All Employees, All Contingent Workers, All
Terminees, All Retirees.
Name some Workday security group types.
User-based, Role-based, Job-based, Level-based,
Integration System.

Report Interview Writing Q&A's
Name two types of Workday Standard Reports and a
difference between them.
Report Writer Reports and XpressO reports. Report
Writer can be copied and customized, but you cannot
copy XpressO reports.
Which prefix limits a search to reports?
“rd:”
What is the relationship between a Business Object
and a Data Source? Give an example.
The Business Object serves as a template of an entity,
and the Data Source is the data selection or group that
will create that template. In Workday, one example of a
Business Object is ‘X Employee’ and for a Data Source,
‘All Active Employees’ – a report with these two
selections should only return active employees within the
organization. A scenario outside Workday could be a
Business Object called ‘Country’, and a Data Source
named ‘All European Countries’ – this non-Workday
example should return Spain, Portugal, France,
Germany, Italy, etc.
Which delivered report can provide the relationship
between data source, business object and security
groups that have access to those?
The “Data Source” Workday delivered report.

Report Interview Writing Q&A's
What are two ways to create a report in Workday?
Run the Create Custom Report task.
Copy a Workday Standard Report and modify it.
What are some of the Report Types in the Workday
Report Writer?
Simple, Advanced, Composite, Search, Matrix, etc.
Name some differences between Simple and
Advanced Reports.
Simple reports cannot access related Business Objects
while Advanced Reports can.
Simple reports cannot be shared while Advanced
Reports can be shared.
Simple reports cannot be RaaS enabled, Advanced
Reports can be RaaS enabled.
Name some types of Class Report Fields
Currency, Boolean, Date, Numeric, Text, 1:1/1:M Object,
Self referencing instance.

Report Interview Writing Q&A's
If you share a report with everyone within your
organization, will anyone be able to see the same
output when running the report with the same input
values? Why?
No, the output will depend on the security access to the
data source of the person who is running the report.
What is a Calculated Field? How can you create one?
What can you do with it?
A Calculated Field is a field created to manipulate
existing data. To create a Calculated Field you can run
the Create Calculated Field task. Some of the things that
you can do with Calculated Fields are: lookup related
values, currency conversion, string or text manipulation,
evaluate an expression, format a date, etc.

Business Process Q&A's
How can you edit a Business Process Definition?
What will happen to the Business Process events
that are already running if you modified the Business
Process?
Search for the Business Process name and do Business
Process > Edit Definition of the related actions. Business
Processes events that are already running will not be
affected by the new definition, and only new events will
pick up the changes.
What is the search prefix to limit a search to
business processes?
“bp:”
Which task can help you test assigned steps in
Business Process regardless if that step is assigned
to yourself or to another person in the organization?
How do you configure that task? What are the
environment limitations?
The task is called “start proxy.” Proxy policies are
configured from the “Create Proxy Access Policy” task.
Proxy cannot be executed in production environments.

Business Process Q&A's
How can Organizations be tied to Business
Processes? Give an example of why is this
important.
Workday allows the configuration Business Processes
per Organization. When executing a Business Process
with multiple Organization-dependent definitions,
Workday will follow a hierarchy check to select which
definition to execute. An example could be multiple Hire
Business Process Definitions dependent on departments,
e.g., Hire for IT Department, Hire for Finance
Department, Hire for HR Department, etc.
How can you modify who can do specific actions in a
Business Process?
By editing the Business Process Security Policies.
What report can provide you all details of the actions
available for a specific Business Process Type?
Business Process Configurations Options report
What type of conditions can be defined as Business
Process steps?
Entry conditions, exit conditions, while running
conditions, validation conditions.
The task is called “start proxy.” Proxy policies are
configured from the “Create Proxy Access Policy” task.
Proxy cannot be executed in production environments.

Business Process Q&A's
What type of approvals can be configured in a review
step in a Business Process?
Individual Approval, Approval Chain, Consolidated
Approval, Consolidated Approval Chain, Mass Approval
What is a Business Process completion step? Why is
it important? What happens if there are no steps
marked as completion step in a Business Process?
The Business Process as marked as “complete” once the
completion step finishes executing.
It is important because other actions could depend on the
completion of a Business Process, but do not depend on
all of the steps being executed. For example, a candidate
had a successful interview, and our organization wants to
move ahead and hire the candidate, but his position
needs to perform an extensive Background Check BP.
Supposing that we do not need to wait for all the
information to come back from the Background Check
Business Process, we can set the completion step before
the last step. That’ll allow the Pre-Hire or Hire Business
Processes to continue their execution, and may enter the
Background Check Business Process before the Pre-Hire
executes all the steps.
If there are no steps marked as a completion step, then
the last step will be the completion step by default.

Business Process Q&A's
What actions can you do with a Business Process
event if you want to alter its behavior once it is
already running? What search prefix can you use to
search for those events?
You can cancel, reassign, delegate, correct. To search
for events, you can use the prefix “event:.”

Configurable Security Q&A's
What groups do you need to be part of in order to
modify security in Workday?
Security Configurator or Security Administrator.
Which report can you use to view all security groups
assigned to a user? Which report can return all items
that can be accessed per security group?
To view all security groups assigned per user: View
Security Groups for User.
To view all you can access per security group: View
Security Group.
What report can show you a security description of
any item (task, report, web service, business process
security policy) in Workday? Hint: This is arguably
one of the most important security report tools.
View Security for Securable Item.
What are the two types of security policies in
Workday?
Domain policies and Business Process policies.
What can you control with Domain Security Policies?
You can modify which group can View or Modify items in
a report/task, or GET or PUT transactions from an
integration.

Configurable Security Q&A's
What report and task can you use to view and edit
domains and business process types between the
different Workday modules?
Functional Areas report to view, Maintain Functional
Areas task to edit.
Are changes to security policies immediately
applied? If not, then how do you apply them?
You need to run the Activate Pending Security Policy
Changes to apply the security policy changes.
Say that you, the Security Administrator, inadvertently
altered a security policy that revoked access to several
key integrations in your system.
What can you do to fix the problem and restore the
security quickly?
Run the “Activate Previous Security Timestamp” to revert
to the previous time the Activate Pending Security Policy
Changes was executed.

Configurable Security Q&A's
What 1-step action can you take to validate that John
Doe has access to a report or task in Workday?
The fastest way to validate his access is to run the report
“Security Analysis for Workday Account” for John Doe.
How do you go about managing access to
integrations?
You should create an Integration System User and an
Integration Security Group. Assign the Integration User to
the Integration security group. Then utilize that security
group to add security policy access.

Integrations Q&A's
What are the main types of Workday Integrations and
how do you select which solution to use?
The main types of integrations are Workday Studio
Integration, Enterprise Information Builder (EIB)
Integration and Cloud Connect Integration.
When deciding over which tool to use we need to take
into account some factors; whenever you take in the
design of an integration, from the requirements you
should follow a roadmap, here is an example of it:
Is the solution already pre-built? Am I connecting to a
third-party vendor with a solution already in place?
If yes, most likely you will choose a Core Connector.
Does this integration just need to export or import some
data into Workday?
If yes, then most likely you need to go with EIBs.
Do I need to execute several rules, and reports to get the
data and calculate the results I need? For example:
Determining payroll between Exempt and Non-Exempt
employees, calculate deductions, etc.
If yes, then most likely you need a Workday Studio
Integration.

Integrations Q&A's
Name a prefix you can use to search for integrations:
“intsys:”
Name some Integration ID types:
Workday ID, External ID, Reference ID
Name some input and output types for EIBs:
Input: SFTP/FTP, REST, or attachment
Output: SFTP/FTP, HTTP, Email, CSV, JSON, XML, etc
What do you use XSLT for in an integration?
You use XSLT to transform the input or output data going
into an XML document.
What is a WSDL? Why are they important?
WSDL stands for Web Service Description Language,
and they are important because they specify how XML
documents should be formatted to be accepted as input
or define the output of Workday Web Services.

Integrations Q&A's
Say that you have a data warehouse or an external
system that needs to be updated when an employee
changes their information in Workday. What
integration should you use?
Core Connector: Worker
What is the name of the XML query language you can
use to select elements from an XML?
XPath
Name some MVEL variables you can use in Workday
Studio and what are they used for:
“lp” to access launch parameters, “props” to access
message properties, “vars” to access
MessageContextVariables
What Workday Studio component you can use to
translate a conditional if or a loop? What good
practice you should add to your integration to get
notified of any errors in your Studio integration?
The Route component can act both as a conditional if or
a loop depending on the routing strategy. Error handlers
type send-error are used as a good practice to catch
errors and send them to either the integration event or
another output method via the out-transport.

